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Problem: Unread Emails Are Increasing!

In your inbox are 
important or urgent

Harvard Business Review

The average number of 
unread messages for a 

normal person

source

The number of messages 
sent each day globally

source
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There are currently more than 4.03 billion email users around the world. (source)

https://www.klaviyo.com/blog/sms-survey-report-klaviyo
https://www.statista.com/topics/4295/e-mail-usage-in-the-united-states/
https://www.statista.com/topics/4295/e-mail-usage-in-the-united-states/


The Problem Leads To
Messages can be: security warnings, scientific articles, newsletters, or advertisements. and others

03

It can be difficult to determine 
which emails require immediate 

attention and which can wait

02

Busy professionals often don't 
have time to read through 

lengthy emails

01

People receive too many emails 
and struggle to keep up with 

important ones

People spend a lot of time commuting between 4% and 7% of the day, this time can be 
used to listen to audio feeds about their emails

Missed OpportunitiesMissing Appointments Low Efficiency



Proposed Solution:

Listen To Your Emails Summary While On The Go

An innovative application that helps users manage email communications more efficiently by 
summarizing emails using AI and sending them directly to their WhatsApp.

Capture Prepare Summarize Convert Store Send



Added Value

The app is a game-changer for busy professionals looking for a more efficient way to manage 
their inboxes and stay on top of their important communications.

03
Identify important messages, with 

the ability to forward messages 
and share them with others.

02
Listen to an audio summary of 

emails on the go, and stay on top 
of important communications

01
Using AI to summarize emails 
and identify key information

Right Content Right Time Right Action



QuickListen
Demo
The Future of Email Communication

Say goodbye to email overload with QuickListen

- the cutting-edge app that summarizes your 

emails into concise audio files
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